A woman kneels down with a sponge and bucket. She wipes at muddy footprints on the floor. She looks at the sponge and drops it in the bucket, then pours out the bucket in a sink.

Text, Spin wave cordless.

She unplugs a mop device and attaches two round white pads. Text, Storage tray, helps align mop pads on machine.

She fills the tank on the device with tap water and adds detergent. Text, Multi-Surface Cleaning Formula. Trial size included.

Cord free - 18 volt lithium ion battery.

On demand spray.

Control the amount of solution you put on your floors.

Soft touch pads for everyday cleaning.

Rotating pads scrub your floors so you don't have to.

Safely and gently cleans sealed hard floors.

Easy to remove and attach mop pads.

Scrubby pads - for sticky messes.

Powerful cleaning without excess noise.

She scrubs the floor, the machine does not disturb the dog.

Text, Integrated carry handle - easier to move from room to room.

Swivel steering.

She demonstrates how the machine moves around the base of a toilet.
She swerves to pick up a large spill on the floor.

She pulls off the pads and drops them in a washing machine.

She stands the machine on its storage tray and plugs it in before she leaves the room.

Logo, Bissell. Text, Home to a deeper clean.